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- Hating Freenode or Its Owner Based on Distorted Version of History
- Nobody Loves the EPO (or EPC) Like the Staff Representatives and the Union, SUEPO
- We Need to Save Europe From the Lawlessness of EPO 'Mafia' (Corrupt Management That Doesn't Understand Patents or Law)
- Freenode Ads/Company Banners Are a 2-Decade Tradition Which Predates PIA/LTM
- IRC Proceedings: Friday, May 21, 2021
- [Meme] Appeal for Independence
- The EPO's War on Justice and Assault on the Law -- Part 16: The Mystery of the ?Missing Signatures?
- Links 22/5/2021: antiX 19.4, Perl 5.34.0, and Wine 6.9 Released
- Links 21/5/2021: Tuxedo Infinity Book Pro 14 and Qualcomm Putting Linux on Chips
- Leaky and Freaky Patent Office
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